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The Politics of the
American Founding
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In Your Own Words

After you’ve read this chapter, you will be able to
2.4 Explain the system of separation of powers and
checks and balances.

2.2 Explain the competing narratives under the Articles of
Confederation.

2.5 Summarize the debate over ratification of the
Constitution.

2.3 Identify the competing narratives, goals, and
compromises that shaped the Constitution.

2.6 Evaluate the narratives told about the founding of the
United States.

D
o

2.1 Outline the events and political motivations that led
to the colonies’ split from England.
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Declaring war on the U.S. government is a risky business. Governments depend for
their authority on people believing their power is legitimate—when that legitimacy is
challenged, so is their authority. Still, the United States is a democracy that guarantees
free speech and the right to assemble peacefully, so handling rebellion can be tricky.

e

What’s at Stake . . . in Challenging
the Legitimacy of the Government?
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That was why the federal government reacted cautiously when Ammon Bundy,
leader of a militia group called Citizens for Constitutional Freedom and the son
of antigovernment activist Cliven Bundy, responded to what he said was a divine
instruction to take over the Malheur National Wildlife Refuge in eastern Oregon
on January 2, 2016. Bundy said he was acting to support two ranchers who had
been arrested for arson on federal land, though the ranchers disavowed the group.
Specifically, Bundy demanded that the wildlife refuge land be given back to the state.
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The federal government, which owned the land but was wary of causing a bloody
showdown, waited. As various militias came to join the effort, police were able to
apprehend Bundy and several of the other leaders traveling in a convoy. Although one
person was shot and killed, most surrendered and the siege ended on February 28.1
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The Malheur National Wildlife Refuge occupation reflected a movement that has
gained traction in recent years: declaring that the federal government is abusing the
power of the Constitution, and that that power must be returned to the people via
the action of private citizens. Timothy McVeigh’s 1995 attack on the federal building
in Oklahoma City, which killed 168 people, including 19 children, was the bloodiest
incident in the antigovernment movement, but the broadest and strongest expression
is the Tea Party movement, some of whose members have become part of the federal
government themselves.
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The birth of the Tea Party in 2010 might have been 1773 all over again. Antitax and
antigovernment, the protesters were angry, and if they didn’t go as far as to empty
shiploads of tea into Boston Harbor, they made their displeasure known in other ways.
Though their ire was directed at government in general, the Tea Party had found
specific targets. In particular, they opposed the George W. Bush administration’s
bailouts of big financial institutions through the Troubled Asset Relief Program (TARP)
in 2008 and other measures taken in response to the economic crisis that began that
year, including mortgage assistance for people facing foreclosure, the stimulus bill, and
the health reform act, all passed by Congress in 2009 and 2010 with the strong backing
of President Barack Obama.

D
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The Tea Party movement was a decentralized mix of many groups—mostly simply
frustrated Republicans (the major party that most Tea Partiers identify with or lean
toward). Ted Cruz from Texas and Marco Rubio from Florida won seats in the U.S.
Senate with Tea Party support and went on to run for the presidency in 2016. Tea Party
members elected to Congress caused many headaches for Speaker of the House John
Boehner, leading to his resignation in 2015.
But other members of the rebellious faction chose less establishment paths. David Barstow
of the New York Times wrote in early 2010 that a “significant undercurrent within the Tea
Party movement” was less like a part of the Republican Party than it was like “the Patriot
The Politics of the American Founding
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movement, a brand of politics historically associated with libertarians, militia groups,
anti-immigration advocates and those who argue for the abolition of the Federal Reserve.”
He quoted a Tea Party leader so worried about the impending tyranny threatening her
country that she could imagine being called to violence in its defense: “I don’t see us being
the ones to start it, but I would give up my life for my country. . . . Peaceful means are the
best way of going about it. But sometimes you are not given a choice.”2
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Like the extreme Tea Partier quoted above, McVeigh and his associates, the Bundys,
and other militia group members are everyday men and women who say they are the
ideological heirs of the American Revolution. They liken themselves to the colonial
Sons of Liberty, who rejected the authority of the British government and took it upon
themselves to enforce the laws they thought were just. The Sons of Liberty instigated
the Boston Massacre and the Boston Tea Party, historical events that we celebrate as
patriotic but that would be considered treason or terrorism if they took place today—
and were considered as such by the British back when they occurred.
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Today’s so-called Patriot groups claim that the federal government has become as
tyrannical as the British government ever was, that it deprives citizens of their liberty
and over-regulates their everyday lives. They reject federal laws that do everything
from limiting the weapons that individual citizens can own, to imposing taxes on
income, to requiring the registration of motor vehicles, to creating the Federal Reserve
Bank, to reforming the health care system. The groups base their claim to legitimate
existence on the Constitution’s Second Amendment, which reads, “A well regulated
Militia, being necessary to the security of a free State, the right of the people to keep
and bear Arms, shall not be infringed.” Members of state militias, and other groups like
them, take this amendment literally and absolutely. The web site teaparty.org, though
not representative of all Tea Party groups, says “gun ownership is sacred.”3
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Some militias go even further. They may blend their quests for individual liberty with
white supremacy or anti-Semitism and see conspiracies aimed at reducing the power of
white citizens in the government’s actions. In August 2012, with the November election
in the offing, a Texas judge, Tom Head, actually called for a tax increase so that police
could be prepared for what he anticipated would happen if President Obama were
reelected. He said, “He’s going to try to hand over the sovereignty of the United States
to the UN, and what is going to happen when that happens? . . . I’m thinking the worst.
Civil unrest, civil disobedience, civil war maybe.”4
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Although there are some indications that militia membership had declined after the
Oklahoma City bombing, it surged after Obama’s first election, as did arguments that
the federal government (or at least the president) was not legitimate.5 Donald Trump’s
loud support for the birther movement, which argued that Obama was not qualified
by birth for the presidency, presaged Trump’s presidential campaign, which seemed to
capitalize on the same anger the Tea Party had thrived on. A number of writers, as we
will see in Chapter 5, have argued that some of this increased anger is a panicky reaction
of a shrinking white majority to demographic change and the presence of a black man in
the White House.6 In any case it helped propel Donald Trump there in 2016.
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The federal government has reacted strongly to limit the threat presented by state
militias and others who believe that its authority is not legitimate. Congress passed
an antiterrorism bill signed by President Bill Clinton in 1996 that would make it easier
for federal agencies to monitor the activities of such groups, and these powers were
broadened after September 11, 2001. In June 2014, in reaction to the surging numbers
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How should the federal government respond to these challenges to its legitimacy?
Are these groups, as they claim, the embodiment of revolutionary patriotism? Do they
support the Constitution, or sabotage it? And where do we draw the line between a Tea
Party member who wants to sound off against elected officials and policies she doesn’t
like, and one who advocates resorting to violence to protect his particular reading of
the Constitution? Think about these questions as you read this chapter on the founding
of the United States. At the end of this chapter we revisit the question of what’s at stake
for American politics in a revolutionary challenge to government authority.

e

of radicalized people within the country, then–attorney general Eric Holder announced
that he would revive the domestic terrorism task force that had been formed after the
Oklahoma City bombings but had not met since the attacks of 9/11 turned the nation’s
attention to terrorism overseas.
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children in the United States have had the story of the
American founding pounded into their heads. From the
moment they start coloring grateful Pilgrims and cutting out construction paper turkeys
in grade school, the founding is a recurring focus of their education, and with good reason.
Democratic societies, as we saw in Chapter 1, rely on the consent of their citizens to maintain lawful behavior and public order. A commitment to the rules and goals of the American
system requires that we feel good about that system. What better way to stir up good feelings and patriotism than by recounting thrilling stories of bravery and derring-do on the
part of selfless heroes dedicated to the cause of American liberty? We celebrate the Fourth
of July with fireworks and parades, displaying publicly our commitment to American values
and our belief that our country is special, in the same way that other nations celebrate their
origins all over the world. Bastille Day (July 14) in France, May 17 in Norway, October 1
in China, and July 6 in Malawi all are days on which people rally together to celebrate their
common past and their hopes for the future.
Of course, people feel real pride in their countries, and many nations, not only our own,
do have amazing stories to tell about their earliest days. But since this is a textbook on politics, not patriotism, we need to look beyond the pride and the amazing stories. As political
scientists, we must separate myth from reality. For us, the founding of the United States is
central not because it inspires warm feelings of patriotism but because it can teach us about
American politics—the struggles for power that forged the political system that continues
to shape our collective struggles today.
The history of the American founding has been told from many points of view. You are
probably most familiar with this narrative: the early colonists escaped from Europe to avoid
religious persecution. Having arrived on the shores of the New World, they built communities that allowed them to practice their religions in peace and to govern themselves as free
people. When the tyrannical British king made unreasonable demands on the colonists, they
had no choice but to protect their liberty by going to war and by establishing a new government of their own.
Sound historical evidence suggests that the story is more complicated, and more interesting, than that. A closer look shows that early Americans were complex beings with economic and political agendas as well as religious and philosophical motives. After much
The Politics of the American Founding
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struggle among themselves, the majority of Americans decided that those agendas could be
carried out better and more profitably if they broke their ties with England.7 Just because a
controversial event like the founding is recounted by historians or political scientists one or
two hundred years after it happened does not guarantee that there is common agreement
on what actually took place. People write history not from a position of absolute truth but
from particular points of view. When we read a historical narrative, as critical thinkers we
need to ask the same probing questions we ask about contemporary political narratives:
Who is telling the story? What point of view is being represented? What values and priorities lie behind it? If I accept this interpretation, what else will I have to accept? (See Don’t
Be Fooled by . . . Your Textbook.)
In this chapter we talk a lot about history—the history of the American founding and the
creation of the Constitution. Like all authors, we have a particular point of view that affects
how we tell the story. True to the basic theme of this book, we are interested in power and
citizenship. We want to understand American government in terms of who the winners and
losers are likely to be. It makes sense for us to begin by looking at the founding to see who
the winners and losers were then. We are also interested in how rules and institutions make
it more likely that some people will win and others lose. Certainly an examination of the
early debates about rules and institutions will help us understand that. Because we are interested in winners and losers, the who of politics, we are interested in understanding how people come to be defined as players in the system in the first place. It was during the founding
that many of the initial decisions were made about who “We, the people” would actually be.
Finally, we are interested in the product of all this debate—the Constitution of the United
States, the ultimate rule book for who gets what in American politics. Consequently, our
discussion of American political history focuses on these issues. Specifically in this chapter
we explore the colonial break with England and the Revolution, the initial attempt at
American government—the Articles of Confederation, the Constitutional Convention, the
Constitution itself, and the ratification of the Constitution.

THE SPLIT FROM ENGLAND
Making the transition from
British subjects to American citizens
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America was a political and military battlefield long before the Revolution. Not only did nature
confront the colonists with brutal winters, harsh droughts, disease, and other unanticipated
disasters, but the New World was also already inhabited before the British settlers arrived, both
by Native Americans and by Spanish and French colonists. These political actors in North
America during the seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries had, perhaps, more at stake
than they knew. All were trying to lay claim to the same geographical territory; none could have
foreseen that that territory would one day become the strongest power in the world. Whoever
won the battle for North America would put their stamp on the globe in a major way.
By the late 1700s the eastern colonies of North America were heavily English. For many
reasons, life in England had limited opportunities for freedom, for economic gain, and for
political power. English settlers arrived in America seeking, first and foremost, new opportunities. But those opportunities were not available to all. “We, the people” had been defined in
various ways throughout the 1600s and 1700s, but never had it meant anything like “everybody” or even “every white male.” Religious and property qualifications for the vote, and the
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exclusion of women and blacks from political life, meant that the colonial leaders did not feel
that simply living in a place, obeying the laws, or even paying taxes carried with it the right to
participate in government. Following the rigid British social hierarchy, they wanted the “right
kind” of people to participate—people who could be depended on to make the kind of rules
that would ensure their status and maintain the established order. The danger of expanding
the vote, of course, was that the new majority might have wanted something very different
from what the old majority wanted.
Those colonists who had political power in the second half of the eighteenth century gradually began to question their relationship with England. For much of the history of colonial
America, England had left the colonies pretty much alone, and they had learned to live with
the colonial governance that Britain exercised. Of course, they were obliged, as colonies, to
make England their primary trading partner. Even goods they exported to other European
countries had to pass through England, where taxes were collected on them. However, smuggling and corrupt colonial officials had made those obligations less than burdensome. It is
important to remember that the colonies received many benefits by virtue of their status: they
were settled by corporations and companies funded with British money, such as the
Massachusetts Bay Company; they were protected by the British army and navy; and they had
a secure market for their agricultural products.
Whether the British government was actually being oppressive in the years before 1776 is
open to interpretation. Certainly the colonists thought so. Britain was deeply in debt, having
won the French and Indian War, which effectively forced the French out of North America
and the Spanish to vacate Florida and retreat west of the Mississippi. The war, fought to defend
the British colonies and colonists in America, turned into a major and expensive conflict across
the Atlantic as well. Britain, having done its protective duty as a colonial power and having
taxed British citizens at home heavily to finance the war, turned to its colonies to help pay for
their defense. It chose to do that by levying taxes on the colonies and by attempting to enforce
more strictly the trade laws that would increase British profits from American resources.
The series of acts passed by the British infuriated the colonists. The Sugar Act of 1764,
which imposed customs taxes, or duties, on sugar, was seen as unfair and unduly burdensome
in a depressed postwar economy, and the Stamp Act of 1765 incited protests and demonstrations throughout the colonies. Similar to a tax in effect in Great Britain for nearly a century,
it required that a tax be paid, in scarce British currency, on every piece of printed matter in the
colonies, including newspapers, legal documents, and even playing cards. The colonists
claimed that the law was an infringement on their liberty and a violation of their right not to
be taxed without their consent. Continued protests and political changes in England resulted
in the repeal of the Stamp Act in 1766. The Townshend Acts of 1767, taxing goods imported
from England, such as paper, glass, and tea, and the Tea Act of 1773 were seen by the colonists
as intolerable violations of their rights. To show their displeasure, they hurled 342 chests of
tea into Boston Harbor in the famous Boston Tea Party. Britain responded by passing the
Coercive Acts of 1774, designed to punish the citizens of Massachusetts. In the process,
Parliament sowed the seeds that would blossom into revolution in just a few years.

REVOLUTION
From the moment the unpopularly taxed tea plunged into Boston Harbor, it became apparent
that Americans were not going to settle down and behave like proper and orthodox colonists.
Britain was surprised by the colonial reaction, and it could not ignore it. Even before the

French and Indian
War a war fought
between France and
England, and allied
Indians, from 1754 to
1763; resulted in
France’s expulsion
from the New World
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There is some truth to the idea that history is written
by the winners, but it is also true that the winners
change over time. If history was once securely in
the hands of white European males, it is now the
battleground of a cultural war between those who
believe the old way of telling history was accurate
and those who believe it left out the considerable
achievements of women and minorities and masked
some of the less admirable episodes of our past. 2
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At last the rulers of Spain gave Columbus
three small ships, and he sailed away to the
west across the Atlantic Ocean. His sailors
became frightened. They were sure the ships
would come to the edge of the world and just
fall off into space. The sailors were ready to
throw their captain into the ocean and turn
around and go back. Then, at last they all saw
the land ahead. They saw low green shores
with tall palm trees swaying in the wind.
Columbus had found the New World. This
happened on October 12, 1492. It was a great
day for Christopher Columbus—and for the
whole world as well.

Which one of these passages is “true”? The first was
the conventional textbook wisdom through the 1960s
in America. The latter reflects a growing criticism
that traditional American history has been told from
the perspective of history’s “winners,” largely white
males of European background. Together they show
that history varies depending on who is doing the
telling, when, and to whom. What this means to you
is that the critical vigilance we urge you to apply to
all information should be applied to your textbooks
as well. And, yes, that means this textbook, too. In
an age of mediated citizenship, you really have your
work cut out for you.
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From a 1947 textbook:

as the discovery of America was actually the
invasion and conquest of America.
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Consider these
two narratives
describing
the same familiar
event: Christopher Columbus’s arrival in the
Americas.1
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Your Textbook

And from a 1991 text:
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When Columbus stepped ashore on
Guanahani Island in October 1492, he
planted the Spanish flag in the sand and
claimed the land as a possession of Ferdinand
and Isabella. He did so despite the obvious
fact that the island already belonged to
someone else—the “Indians” who gathered
on the beach to gaze with wonder at the
strangers who had suddenly arrived in three
great, white-winged canoes. He gave no
thought to the rights of the local inhabitants.
Nearly every later explorer—French, English,
Dutch and all the others as well as the
Spanish—thoughtlessly dismissed the people
they encountered. What we like to think of

52

Bias is not reserved for history books; this textbook
itself has a point of view. In these pages we have
an interest in highlighting power and citizenship,
in focusing on the impact of the rules in American
politics, and in multiculturalism. We do not think
that the outstanding political accomplishments of
the traditional heroes of American history warrant
ignoring the contributions of people who have not
historically been powerful.
The fact that all textbooks have some sort
of bias means you must be as careful in
what you accept from textbook authors as
you are in what you accept from any
other source.
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The book’s audience. If it is a big, colorful book, it is
probably aimed at a wide market. If so, what might
that say about its content? If it is a smaller book with
a narrower focus, who is it trying to appeal to?
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These two passages accompanied Sam Dillon, “Schools
Growing Harsher in Scrutiny of Columbus,” New York
Times, October 12, 1992, 4, www.nytimes.com/1992/10/12/
us/schools-growing-harsher-in-scrutiny-of-columbus.html.
The first paragraph is from Merlin M. Ames, My Country
(Sacramento: California State Department of Education,
1947); the second is from John A. Garraty, The Story of
America (New York: Holt, Rinehart & Winston, Harcourt
Brace Jovanovich, 1991).
2. Frances Fitzgerald, America Revised (New York: Vintage
Books, 1979); James McKinley Jr., “Texas Conservatives
Win Curriculum Change,” New York Times, March 12,
2010, www.nytimes.com/2010/03/13/education/13texas
.html; Laura Moser, “Texas Is Debuting Textbooks That
Downplay Jim Crow and Frame Slavery as a Side Issue
in the Civil War,” Slate, July 7, 2015, www.slate.com/
blogs/schooled/2015/07/07/texas_textbook_
revisionism_new_textbooks_in_the_lone_star_state_
downplay.html.
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The author’s point of view. Does he or she promote
particular values or ideas? Are any points of view
left out? Do the authors make an effort to cover both
sides of an issue or a controversy? If something
troubles you, locate the primary source the authors
refer to in the footnotes and read it yourself.
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Who selected the book? Textbooks are chosen
by instructors, not the end users. Publishers have
tailored the content to appeal to those making the
selection. How does the politics of those individuals
affect what you have been given to read?
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WHAT TO WATCH OUT FOR
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Your own reactions. Did the book cause you to look
at a subject in a new way? What is the source of your
reaction? Is it intellectual or emotional?
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Boston Tea Party, mobs in many towns were demonstrating and rioting against British
control. Calling themselves the Sons of Liberty, and under the guidance of the eccentric and
unsteady Sam Adams, cousin of future president John Adams, they routinely caused extensive
damage. In early 1770 they provoked the Boston Massacre, an attack by British soldiers that
left six civilians dead and further inflamed popular sentiments.
By the time of the December 1773 Boston Tea Party, also incited by the Sons of Liberty,
passions were at a fever pitch. The American patriots called a meeting in Philadelphia in
September 1774. Known as the First Continental Congress, the meeting declared the
Coercive Acts void, announced a plan to stop trade with England, and called for a second
meeting in May 1775. Before they could meet again, in the early spring of 1775, the king’s
army went marching to arrest Sam Adams and another patriot, John Hancock, and to discover
the hiding place of the colonists’ weapons. Roused by the silversmith Paul Revere, Americans
in Lexington and Concord fired the first shots of rebellion at the British, and the Revolution
was truly under way. The narrative about where the locus of power should be spread quickly,
even given the limited communication channels of the day. The mobs were not fed by social
media or connected electronically—the story was passed by word of mouth and, therefore,
could be controlled relatively easily because each person could not disseminate ideas widely.
The people who stood to gain the most financially from independence—the propertied and
economic elite, the attendees at the Continental Congress—were translating a philosophical
explanation for the masses to act on. Because many colonists could not read, they got their
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news at the tavern or at the Sunday pulpit, where it was colored by the interests of the teller,
and then passed it on. The vast majority of citizens were passive recipients of the narrative.

THE DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE
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In 1776, at the direction of a committee of the Continental Congress, thirty-four-year-old
Thomas Jefferson sat down to write a declaration of independence from England. His training as a lawyer at the College of William and Mary and his service as a representative in the
Virginia House of Burgesses helped prepare him for his task, but he had an impressive intellect in any case. President John F. Kennedy once announced to a group of Nobel Prize winners he was entertaining that they were “the most extraordinary collection of talents that
has ever gathered at the White House, with the possible exception of when Thomas
Jefferson dined alone.”8 A testimony to Jefferson’s capabilities is the strategically brilliant
document that he produced.
The Declaration of Independence is first and foremost a political document. Having
decided to make the break from England, the American founders had to convince themselves, their fellow colonists, and the rest of the world that they were doing the right thing.
Jefferson did not have to hunt far for a good reason for his revolution. John Locke, whom
we discussed in Chapter 1, had handed him one on a silver platter. Remember that Locke
said that government is based on a contract between the rulers and the ruled. The ruled agree
to obey the laws as long as the rulers protect their basic rights to life, liberty, and property. If
the rulers fail to do that, they break the contract, and the ruled are free
Are there any circumstances in
to set up another government. This is exactly what the second paragraph of the Declaration of Independence says, except that Jefferson
which it would be justifiable
changed “property” to “the pursuit of happiness,” perhaps to garner the
for groups in the United States
support of those Americans who didn’t own enough property to worry
to rebel against the federal
about. The rest of the Declaration focuses on documenting the ways in
government today?
which the colonists believed that England, and particularly George III,
had violated their rights and broken the social contract.

“. . . THAT ALL MEN ARE CREATED EQUAL”
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The Declaration of Independence begins with a statement of the equality of all men. Since so
much of this document relies heavily on Locke, and since clearly the colonists did not mean
that all men are created equal, it is worth turning to Locke for some help in seeing exactly
what they did mean. In his most famous work, A Second Treatise of Government, Locke wrote,

Declaration of
Independence the
political document that
dissolved the colonial
ties between the United
States and Britain
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Though I have said above that all men are by nature equal, I cannot be supposed
to understand all sorts of equality. Age or virtue may give men a just precedency.
Excellency of parts and merit may place others above the common level. Birth may
subject some, and alliance or benefits others, to pay an observance to those whom
nature, gratitude, or other respects may have made it due.9

Men are equal in a natural sense, said Locke, but society quickly establishes many dimensions on which they may be unequal. A particularly sticky point for Locke’s ideas on equality
was his treatment of slavery. Although he hemmed and hawed about it, ultimately he failed to
condemn it. Here, too, our founders would have agreed with him.

Chapter 2: The Politics of the American Founding
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AFRICAN AMERICANS AND THE
REVOLUTION The Revolution was a
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NATIVE AMERICANS AND THE REVOLUTION Native Americans were another

D
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group the founders did not consider to be prospective citizens. Not only were they already
considered members of their own sovereign nations, but their communal property holding,
their nonmonarchical political systems, and their divisions of labor between women working
in the fields and men hunting for game were not compatible with European political notions.
Pushed farther and farther west by land-hungry colonists, the Indians were actively hostile to
the American cause in the Revolution. Knowing this, the British hoped to gain their allegiance
in the war. Fortunately for the revolutionary effort, the colonists, having asked in vain for the
Indians to stay out of what they called a “family quarrel,” were able to suppress early on the
Indians’ attempts to get revenge for their treatment at the hands of the settlers.12 There was
certainly no suggestion that the claim of equality at the beginning of the Declaration of
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mixed blessing for American slaves. On the one
hand, many slaves won their freedom during
the war. Slavery was outlawed north of
Maryland, and many slaves in the Upper South
were also freed. The British offered freedom in
exchange for service in the British army,
although the conditions they provided were
not always a great improvement over enslavement. The abolitionist, or antislavery, movement gathered steam in some northern cities,
expressing moral and constitutional objections
to the institution of slavery. Whereas before
the Revolution only about 5 percent of
American blacks were free, the proportion
grew tremendously with the coming of war.10
In the aftermath of war, African Americans
did not find their lot greatly improved, despite
the ringing rhetoric of equality that fed the
Revolution. The economic profitability of
slave labor still existed in the South, and slaves
continued to be imported from Africa in large
numbers. The explanatory myth, that all men
were created equal but that blacks weren’t
quite men and thus could be treated unequally,
Human Trade
spread throughout the new country, making
Slaves were used to meet the needs of the South’s burgeoning economy in
even free blacks unwelcome in many commutobacco and cotton, which required plentiful, cheap labor. They were shipped
from Africa and sold to farmers alongside rice, books, and other goods. In the
nities. By 1786 New Jersey prohibited free
eighteenth century, approximately 275 slaves were shipped to the American
blacks from entering the state, and within
colonies. Many did not survive the harsh conditions of the passage.
twenty years northern states started passing
laws specifically denying free blacks the right to vote.11 No wonder the well-known black
abolitionist Frederick Douglass said, in 1852, “This Fourth of July is yours, not mine. You may
rejoice, I must mourn.”

Independence might include the peoples who had lived on the continent for centuries before
the white man arrived.

WOMEN AND THE REVOLUTION Neither was there any question that “all men” might
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somehow be a generic term for human beings that would include women. The Revolution
proved to be a step backward for women politically: it was after the war that states began specifically to prohibit women, even those with property, from voting.13 That doesn’t mean, however,
that women did not get involved in the war effort. Within the constraints of society, they contributed what they could to the American cause. They boycotted tea and other British imports,
sewed flags, made bandages and clothing, nursed and housed soldiers, and collected money to
support the Continental Army. Under the name Daughters of Liberty, women in many towns
met publicly to discuss the events of the day, spinning and weaving to make the colonies less
dependent on imported cotton and woolen goods from England, and drinking herbal tea instead
of tea that was taxed by the British. Some women moved beyond such mild patriotic activities
to outright political behavior, writing pamphlets urging independence, spying on enemy troops,
carrying messages, and even, in isolated instances, fighting on the battlefields.14
Men’s understanding of women’s place in early American politics was nicely put by Thomas
Jefferson, writing from Europe to a woman in America in 1788:

po
s

But our good ladies, I trust, have been too wise to wrinkle their foreheads with politics. They are contented to soothe & calm the minds of their husbands returning
ruffled from political debate. They have the good sense to value domestic happiness
above all others. There is no part of the earth where so much of this is enjoyed as in
America.15
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Women’s role with respect to politics at the time was plain. They may be wise and prudent,
but their proper sphere was the domestic, not the political, world. They were seen as almost “too
good” for politics, representing peace and serenity, moral happiness rather than political dissension, the values of the home over the values of the state. This narrative provided a flattering
reason for keeping women in “their place” while allowing men to reign in the world of politics.

In Your Own Words

Outline the events and political motivations that led to

the colonies’ split from England.

THE ARTICLES OF CONFEDERATION

no
t

Political and economic
instability under the nation’s first constitution

constitution the
rules that establish a
government

D
o

Articles of
Confederation the
first constitution of the
United States (1777),
creating an association
of states with weak
central government
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In 1777 the Continental Congress met to try to come up with a constitution, or a framework
that established the rules for the new government. The Articles of Confederation, our first constitution, created the kind of government the founders, fresh from their colonial experience, preferred. The rules set up by the Articles of Confederation show that the states jealously guarded
their power. Having just won their independence from one large national power, the last thing
they wanted to do was create another. They were also extremely wary of one another, and much
of the debate over the Articles of Confederation reflected wide concern that the rules not give
any states preferential treatment. (See the Appendix for the text of the Articles of Confederation.)
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THE PROVISIONS OF THE ARTICLES
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The Articles established a “firm league of friendship” among the thirteen American states,
but they did not empower a central government to act effectively on behalf of those states. The
Articles were ultimately replaced because, without a strong central government, they were
unable to provide the economic and political stability that the founders wanted. Even so, under
this set of rules, some people were better off and some problems, namely the resolution of
boundary disputes and the political organization of new territories, were handled extremely well.
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The government set up by the Articles was called a confederation because it established a
system in which each state retained almost all the power to do what it wanted. In other words,
in a confederation, each state is sovereign and the central government has the job of running
only the collective business of the states. It has no independent source of power and resources
for its operations. Another characteristic of a confederation is that because it is founded on
state sovereignty (authority), it says nothing about individuals. It creates neither rights nor
obligations for individual citizens, leaving such matters to be handled by state constitutions.
Under the Articles of Confederation, Congress had many formal powers, including the
power to establish and direct the armed forces, to decide matters of war and peace, to coin
money, and to enter into treaties. However, its powers were quite limited. For example, although
Congress controlled the armed forces, it had no power to draft soldiers or to tax citizens to pay
for its military needs. Its inability to tax put Congress—and the central government as a whole—
at the mercy of the states. The government could ask for money, but it was up to the states to
contribute or not as they chose. Furthermore, Congress lacked the ability to regulate commerce
between states, as well as between states and foreign powers. It could not establish a common
and stable monetary system. In essence, the Articles allowed the states to be thirteen independent units, printing their own currencies, setting their own tariffs, and establishing their own
laws with regard to financial and political matters. In every critical case—national security,
national economic prosperity, and the general welfare—the U.S. government had to rely on the
voluntary good will and cooperation of the state governments. That meant that the success of
the new nation depended on what went on in state legislatures around the country.

SOME WINNERS, SOME LOSERS
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The era of American history following the Revolution was dubbed “this critical period” by
John Quincy Adams, nephew of patriot Sam Adams, son of John Adams, and himself a future
president of the country. During this time, while the states were under the weak union of the
Articles, the future of the United States was very much up in the air. The lack of an effective
central government meant that the country had difficulty conducting business with other
countries and enforcing harmonious trade relations and treaties. Domestic politics was equally
difficult. Economic conditions following the war were poor. Many people had debts they
could not pay. State taxes were high, and the economy was depressed, offering farmers few
opportunities to sell their produce, for example, and hindering those with commercial interests from conducting business as they had before the war.
The radical poverty of some Americans seemed particularly unjust to those hardest hit,
especially in light of the rhetoric of the Revolution about equality for all.16 This is a difficulty
of having a narrative controlled from on high—if it doesn’t match up with the reality on the
ground, new narratives can develop. Having used “equality” as a rallying cry during the war,
the founders were afterward faced with a population that wanted to take equality seriously and

confederation a
government in which
independent states unite
for common purpose
but retain their own
sovereignty

The Articles of Confederation
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But for most of the history of the human race, most
people, most of the time, have lived as slaves or as
subjects to other people. And they lived lives that
were short and desperate and where they had very
little hope. And the primary breakthroughs have
all been historic. It was the Greeks discovering
the concept of self-governance, it was the Romans
creating the objective sense of law, it was the
Jewish tradition of being endowed by God—those
came together and fused in Britain with the
Magna Carta, and created a sense of rights that
we take for granted every day. Because we have
several hundred years of history protecting us.
And the morning that history disappears, there’s
no reason to believe we’ll be any better than
Beirut or Baghdad.”

On keeping the republic

po
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History is anything but
dull when it comes from
the mouth of the man
who has made so much
Chip Somodevilla/Getty Images
of it. Newt Gingrich
is the architect of the
“Contract With America,” a document that helped
propel the Republicans into the majority in Congress
in 1994 for the first time in forty years, and made
him Speaker of the U.S. House of Representatives
from 1995 to 1998. He is committed to crafting new
ideas out of old lessons, leading his fellow citizens on
a mission to restore the country to its fundamental
principles. As you will see in Chapter 7, his ideas and
the policies they generated still inform the political
debate in this country nearly two decades later, a fact
that likely encouraged him to make his unsuccessful
run for the presidency in 2012.
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Newt Gingrich

On why students should study history
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“If you’ve never run out of gas, you may not
understand why filling your gas tank matters. And if
you’ve never had your brakes fail, you may not care
about having your brakes checked. And if you’ve
never slid on an icy road, you may not understand
why learning to drive on ice really matters. For
citizens, if you haven’t lived in a bombed-out
city like Beirut or Baghdad, if you haven’t seen a
genocidal massacre like Rwanda, if you haven’t
been in a situation where people were starving to
death, like Calcutta, you may not understand why
you ought to study history. Because your life is good
and it’s easy and it’s soft.
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“Be responsible, live out your responsibilities as a
citizen, dedicate some amount of your time every
day or every week to knowing what is going on in
the world, be active in campaigns, and if nobody is
worthy of your support, run yourself. . . . The whole
notion of civil society [is] doing something as a
volunteer, doing something, helping your fellow
American, being involved with human beings.
America only works as an organic society. . . . We’re
the most stunningly voluntaristic society in the
world. And so if voluntarism dries up, in some ways
America dries up.”
Source: Newt Gingrich spoke with Christine Barbour
on March 21, 2005.

eliminate the differences that existed between men.17 One of the places the American passion
for equality manifested itself was in some of the state legislatures, where laws were passed to
ease the burden of debtors and farmers. Often the focus of the laws was property, but rather
than preserving property, per the Lockean narrative, it frequently was designed to confiscate
or redistribute property instead. The “have nots” in society, and the people acting on their
behalf, were using the law to redress what they saw as injustices in early American life.
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To relieve postwar suffering, they printed paper money, seized property, and suspended “the
ordinary means for the recovery of debts.”18 In other words, in those states, people with debts
and mortgages could legally escape or postpone paying the money they owed. With so much
economic insecurity, naturally those who owned property would not continue to invest and
lend money. The Articles of Confederation, in their effort to preserve power for the states, had
provided for no checks or limitations on state legislatures. In fact, such actions would have
been seen under the Articles as infringing on the sovereignty of the states. What you had was
a clash between two visions of what America was to be about.
The political elite in the new country started to grumble about popular tyranny. In a
monarchy, one feared the unrestrained power of the king, but perhaps in a republican government, one had to fear the unrestrained power of the people. The final straw was Shays’s
Rebellion. Massachusetts was a state whose legislature, dominated by wealthy and secure citizens, had not taken measures to aid the debt-ridden population. Beginning in the summer of
1786, mobs of musket-wielding farmers from western Massachusetts began marching on the
Massachusetts courts and disrupting the trials of debtors in an attempt to prevent their land
from being foreclosed (taken by those to whom the farmers owed money). The farmers
demanded action by a state legislature they saw as biased toward the interests of the rich.
Their actions against the state culminated in the January 1787 attack on the Springfield,
Massachusetts, federal armory, which housed more than 450 tons of military supplies. Led by
a former captain in the Continental Army, Daniel Shays, the mob, now an army of more than
1,500 farmers, stormed the armory. They were turned back, but only after a violent clash with
the state militia, raised to counter the uprisings. Such mob action frightened and embarrassed
the leaders of the United States, who of course also were the wealthier members of society.
The rebellion seemed to foreshadow the failure of their grand experiment in self-governance
and certainly challenged their story of what it was about. In the minds of the nation’s leaders,
it underscored the importance of discovering what James Madison would call “a republican
remedy for those diseases most incident to republican government.”19 In other words, they
had to find a way to contain and limit the will of the people in a government that was to be
based on that will. If the rules of government were not producing the “right” winners and
losers, the rules would have to be changed before the elite lost control of their narrative and
the power to change the rules.

In Your Own Words

Explain the competing narratives under the Articles of

popular tyranny the
unrestrained power of
the people

THE CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTION

Shays’s Rebellion a
grassroots uprising
(1787) by armed
Massachusetts farmers
protesting foreclosures
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Confederation.

Division and compromise over state power and representation

D
o

State delegates were assigned the task of trying to fix the Articles of Confederation, but it was
clear that many of the fifty-five men who gathered in May 1787 were not interested in saving
the existing framework at all. Many of the delegates represented the elite of American society—wealthy lawyers, speculators, merchants, planters, and investors—and thus they were
among those most injured under the Articles. Members of the delegations met through a
sweltering Philadelphia summer to reconstruct the foundations of American government
(see Snapshot of America: Who Were the Founders?). As the delegates had hoped, the debates at
the Constitutional Convention produced a very different system of rules than that

Constitutional
Convention the
assembly of fiftyfive delegates in the
summer of 1787 to
recast the Articles of
Confederation; the result
was the U.S. Constitution

The Constitutional Convention
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established by the Articles of Confederation. Many of them were compromises to resolve
conflicting interests brought by delegates to the convention.

HOW STRONG A CENTRAL GOVERNMENT?

LARGE STATES, SMALL STATES

no
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federalism a political
system in which power
is divided between the
central and regional
units
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Put yourself in the founders’ shoes. Imagine that you get to construct a new government from
scratch. You can create all the rules and arrange all the institutions just to your liking. The only
hitch is that you have other delegates to work with. Delegate A, for instance, is a merchant
with a lot of property. He has big plans for a strong government that can ensure secure conditions for conducting business and can adequately protect property. Delegate B, however, is
a planter. In Delegate B’s experience, big government is dangerous. Big government is
removed from the people, and it is easy for corruption to take root when people can’t keep a
close eye on what their officials are doing. People like Delegate B think that they will do better
if power is decentralized (broken up and localized) and there is no strong central government.
In fact, Delegate B would prefer a government like that provided by the Articles of
Confederation. How do you reconcile these two very different agendas?
The solution adopted under the Articles of Confederation basically favored Delegate B’s
position. The new Constitution, given the profiles of the delegates in attendance, was moving strongly in favor of Delegate A’s position. Naturally, the agreement of all those who
followed Delegate B would be important in ratifying, or getting approval for, the final
Constitution, so their concerns could not be ignored. The compromise chosen by the
founders at the Constitutional Convention is called federalism. Unlike a confederation, in
which the states retain the ultimate power over the whole, federalism gives the central government its own source of power, in this case the Constitution of the people of the United
States. But unlike a unitary system, which we discuss in Chapter 3, federalism also gives
independent power to the states.
Compared to how they fared under the Articles of Confederation, the advocates of states’
rights were losers under the new Constitution, but they were better off than they might have
been. The states could have had all their power stripped away. The economic elite, people
like Delegate A, were clear winners under the new rules. This proved to be one of the central
issues during the ratification debates. Those who sided with the federalism alternative, who
mostly resembled Delegate A, came to be known as Federalists. The people like Delegate B,
who continued to hold on to the strong-state, weak-central-government option, were called
Anti-Federalists. We return to them shortly.

D
o

Federalists supporters
of the Constitution who
favored a strong central
government
Anti-Federalists
advocates of states’
rights who opposed the
Constitution
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Once the convention delegates agreed that federalism would provide the framework of the
new government, they had to decide how to allot power among the states. Should all states
count the same in decision making, or should the large states have more power than the small
ones? The rules chosen here would have a crucial impact on the politics of the country. If small
states and large states had equal amounts of power in national government, residents of large
states such as Virginia, Massachusetts, and New York would actually have less voice in the
government than residents of small states like New Jersey and Rhode Island.
Picture two groups of people trying to make a joint decision, each group with one vote to
cast. If the first group has fifty people in it and the second has only ten, the individuals in the
second group are likely to have more influence on how their single vote is cast than the
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Snapshot of America: Who Were the Founders?

Jonathan
Dayton
Age: 27
Princeton

Roger
Jared Sherman
Ingersoll Age: 64
Age: 38 common
Yale
school

Benjamin
Franklin
Age: 81
minimal formal

James
Madison Jr.
Age: 36
Princeton

DE

GA

MD

MA

NH

NY

NJ

NC
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Episcopalian

Doctor Politician

Educator

Printer

1

Lutheran

Farmer

Ratification by State

SC

VA

Roman
Catholic

12

7

Presbyterian

1

Christian
Reformed

3

Congregationalist

1

Dutch
Reformed

1

Calvinist

2

2

Methodist

1

Deist

2
Anglican

1

Unknown

How Many Signed and How Many Didn’t?

39

16

Walked out and didn’t sign

Abstained from signing

Oliver Ellsworth (CT)
James McClurg (VA)
George Wythe (VA)
Alexander Martin (NC)
William R. Davie (NC)
Robert Yates (NY)
John Lansing Jr. (NY)
William Houstoun (GA)
William Pierce (GA)
Caleb Strong (MA)
John F. Mercer (MD)
Luther Martin (MD)
William Houston (NJ)

Elbridge Gerry (MA)
George Mason (VA)
Edmund J. Randolph (VA)
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New Hampshire - June 21, 1788
New York - July 26, 1788
Massachusetts - Feb. 7, 1788
(including Maine)
Connecticut - Jan. 9, 1788
Rhode Island - May 29, 1790
Pennsylvania - Dec. 12, 1787
New Jersey - Dec. 18, 1787
Delaware - Dec. 7, 1787
Maryland - Apr. 28, 1788
Virginia - June 26, 1788
North Carolina - Nov. 21, 1789
South Carolina - May 23, 1788
Georgia - Jan. 2, 1788

RI

Quaker

20

Planter/

PA

Religions of the Founders
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Occupations of the Founders

Businessman

e

Signer’s Name
Age at Signing
Education

Scene at the Signing of the Constitution, by Howard Chandler Christy in 1940

Lawyer Merchant/

Robert
Morris
Age: 43
minimal

Painting Key

minimal

CT

Daniel of
St. Thomas
Jenifer
Age: 64
unknown

David
Brearly
Age: 42
Princeton
(did not
graduate)
Gunning
Bedford Jr.
Age: 40
Princeton

Thomas
FitzSimmons
Age: 46
informal

Rufus
King
Age: 32
Harvard

Nathanial
Gorham
Age: 49

Alexander
Hamilton
Age: 30
King’s College
(Columbia)

Richard
Dobbs Spaight
Age: 29
Glasgow University

William
William Jackson
Paterson Convention
Age: 42 Secretary
Princeton
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William
Johnson
Age: 60
Yale/Harvard

George
Washington
Age: 55
Basic
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The Granger Collection, New York

Chas
Pinckney
Age: 30
primary

Gouverneur
Morris
William Age: 35
Livingston King’s College
Age: 64 (Columbia)
Yale

William
Blount
Age: 38
primary
school

George
Read
Age: 54
read
Richard law
Bassett
Age: 42
read
law
James
Wilson
Age: 47
Glasgow
University
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Jacob
Hugh
Pierce
Abraham
John
James
John
Williamson
Broom
Butler
Baldwin
Rutledge
McHenry
Langdon
Age: 35
Age: 52
Age: 43
Age: 33
Age: 59
Age: 34
Age: 46
UPenn
home
unknown
Yale
Middle
Newark
grammar
John school
Daniel
William Temple Chas.
Nicholas Academy Thomas
John
Dickinson
Carroll
Few
Pinckney
Gilman
Blair
Age: 29
Age: 57
Age: 39
Cotesworth
Age: 32
Age: 43
Age: 55
read law
St. Omer
minimal
Age: 31
grammar
UPenn
Middle
preparatory
Temple

Behind the Numbers

The founders were clearly an elite group of men. They attended the top schools and most were
successful and wealthy. In general, how does one’s economic and social status affect one’s
political views? Are your views shaped by your own circumstances? Can a government created
by “an assembly of demigods” work for the rest of us mortals?
The Constitutional Convention
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THE BIG PICTURE:

How We Got to the Constitution From the Articles of Confederation
1787

CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTION

• economic downturn

Federalists
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• political instability
• weak central government

How much power does the
national government have vis-àvis the states and individuals?

• state-level legislative
chaos
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1783: Treaties of Paris

1786: Shays’s Rebellion

Founders abandon
Articles of Confederation
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s

The New
Jersey
Plan

Small
States

Should representation be
based on population or be
equal across states?

1781: Articles ratified

Northern
States

Southern
States

If representation is
based on population,
who should be counted?

The Virginia Plan

State sovereignty

Popular sovereignty

State law is supreme

National law is supreme

Unicameral legislature;
equal votes for all states

Bicameral legislature; representation in
both houses based on population

Two-thirds vote to pass important laws

Majority vote to pass laws

No congressional power to levy taxes,
regulate commerce

Congressional power to regulate commerce and tax

No executive branch; laws executed by
congressional committee

No restriction on strong single executive

No national judiciary

National judiciary

All states required to pass amendments

Popular ratification of amendments
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Articles of Confederation
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The
Virginia
Plan
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Large
States

Articles of
Confederation

AntiFederalists
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CRITICAL PERIOD
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1787

1788

1789

1791
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RATIFICATION
Vigorous Debate
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Federal Compromise

Both state and national sovereignty preserved.
Flexible balance of power between the levels.
Protections for individuals come later in the
Bill of Rights.

Central issues:
• national power
• states’ rights
• individual liberties

First Congress convenes;
George Washington
sworn into office
(1789)
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Connecticut Compromise

Constitution
ratified (1788)

Two legislative chambers,
one based on population,
one on equality across states.

3/5 Compromise

Bill of Rights
ratified (1791)

The
Constitution
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Representation in the House to be based
on population, counting all “free Persons”
and “three fifths of all other Persons.”
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AntiFederalist
Federalist
Papers
Papers

The Constitution

State sovereignty

People are sovereign

State law is supreme

National law is supreme

Unicameral legislature;
one vote per state

Bicameral legislature; equal votes in Senate;
representation by population in House

Extraordinary majority to pass laws

Simple majority to pass laws in Congress;
presidential veto

Congressional power to regulate
commerce and tax

Congressional power to regulate
commerce and tax

Multiple executive

Strong executive

No national judiciary

Federal court system

All states required to pass amendments

Amendment process is complex
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The New Jersey Plan
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Virginia Plan a
proposal at the
Constitutional
Convention that
congressional
representation be based
on population, thus
favoring the large states
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individuals in the first group. If, however, the first group has five votes to cast and the second
only one, the individuals are equally represented, but the second group is effectively reduced
in importance when compared to the first. This was the dilemma faced by the representatives
of the large and small states at the Constitutional Convention. Each wanted to make sure that
the final rules would give the advantage to states like his own.
Two plans were offered by convention delegates to resolve this issue. The first, the Virginia
Plan, was the creation of James Madison. Fearing that his youth and inexperience would hinder the plan’s acceptance, he asked fellow Virginian Edmund Randolph to present it to the
convention. The Virginia Plan represented the preference of the large, more populous states.
This plan proposed a strong national government run by two legislative houses. One house
would be elected directly by the people, one indirectly by a combination of the state legislatures and the popularly elected national house. The numbers of representatives would be
determined by the taxes paid by the residents of the state, which would reflect the free population in the state. In other words, large states would have more representatives in both houses
of the legislature, and national law and policy would be weighted heavily in their favor. Just
three large states—Virginia, Massachusetts, and Pennsylvania—would be able to form a
majority and carry national legislation their way. The Virginia Plan also called for a single
executive, to see that the laws were carried out, and a national judiciary, both appointed by the
legislature, and it gave the national government the power to override state laws.
A different plan, presented by William Paterson of New Jersey, was designed by the smaller
states to better protect their interests. The New Jersey Plan amounted to a reinforcement, not
a replacement, of the Articles of Confederation. It provided for a multiperson executive, so that
no one person could possess too much power, and for congressional acts to be the “supreme law
of the land.” Most significantly, however, the Congress would be much like the one that had
existed under the Articles. In its one house, each state would have only one vote. The delegates
would be chosen by the state legislatures. Congressional power was stronger than under the
Articles, but the national government was still dependent on the states for some of its funding.
The large states disliked this plan because the small states together could block what the large
states wanted, even though the large states had more people and contributed more revenue.
The prospects for a new government could have foundered on this issue. The stuffy heat
of the closed Convention Hall shortened the tempers of the weary delegates, and frustration
made compromise difficult. Each side had too much to lose by yielding to the other’s plan.
The solution finally arrived at was politics at its best and shows the triumph of the compromise narrative. The Great Compromise kept much of the framework of the Virginia Plan. It
proposed a strong federal structure headed by a central government with sufficient power to
tax its citizens, regulate commerce, conduct foreign affairs, organize the military, and exercise
other central powers. It called for a single executive and a national judicial system. The compromise that allowed the small states to live with it involved the composition of the legislature.
Like the Virginia Plan, it provided for two houses. The House of Representatives would be
based on state population, giving the large states the extra clout they felt they deserved, but in
the Senate each state would have two votes. This would give the small states much more
power in the Senate than in the House of Representatives. Members of the House of
Representatives would be elected directly by the people, members of the Senate by the state
legislatures. Thus the government would be directly binding on the people as well as on the
states. A key to the compromise was that most legislation would need the approval of both
houses, so that neither large states nor small states could hold the entire government hostage
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New Jersey Plan
a proposal at the
Constitutional
Convention that
congressional
representation be equal,
thus favoring the small
states

D
o

Great Compromise
the constitutional
solution to congressional
representation: equal
votes in the Senate,
votes by population in
the House
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to their wishes. The small states were sufficiently happy with this plan that most of them voted
to ratify the Constitution quickly and easily. See this chapter’s The Big Picture for a visual illustration of how the Founders got from the Articles of Confederation to the Constitution.
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The compromise reconciling the large and small states was not the only one the delegates
crafted. The northern and southern states, which is to say the non-slave-owning and the
slave-owning states, were at odds over how population was to be determined for purposes of
representation in the lower house of Congress. The southern states wanted to count slaves as
part of their population when determining how many representatives they got, even though
they had no intention of letting the slaves vote. Including slaves would give them more representatives and thus more power in the House of Representatives. For exactly that reason,
the northern states said that if slaves could not vote, they should not be counted. The bizarre
compromise, also a triumph of politics if not humanity, is known as the Three-fifths
Compromise. It was based on a formula developed by the Confederation Congress in 1763
to allocate tax assessments among the states. According to this compromise, for representation
purposes, each slave would count as three-fifths of a person—that is, every five slaves would
count as three people. Interestingly, the actual language in the Constitution is a good deal
cagier than this. It says that representatives and taxes shall be determined according to population, figured “by adding to the whole Number of free Persons, including those bound to
Service for a Term of Years, and excluding Indians not taxed, three fifths of all other Persons.”
The issue of slavery was divisive enough for the early Americans that the most politically
safe approach was not to mention it explicitly at all and thus to avoid having to endorse or
condemn it. Implicitly, of course, the silence had the effect of letting slavery continue. Article
I, Section 9, of the Constitution, in similarly vague language, allows that
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The Migration or Importation of such Persons as any of the States now existing
shall think proper to admit, shall not be prohibited by Congress prior to the Year
one thousand eight hundred and eight, but a Tax or duty may be imposed on such
Importation, not exceeding ten dollars for each Person.
Even more damning, Article IV, Section 2, obliquely provides for the return of runaway
slaves:

no
t

No Person held to Service or Labour in one State under the Laws thereof, escaping
into another, shall, in Consequence of any Law or Regulation therein, be discharged
from such Service or Labour, but shall be delivered up on Claim of the Party to
whom such Service or Labour may be due.
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The word slavery did not appear in the Constitution until it was expressly outlawed in the
Thirteenth Amendment, passed in December 1865, nearly eighty years after the writing of
the Constitution.

In Your Own Words

Identify the competing narratives, goals, and
compromises that shaped the Constitution.

Three-fifths
Compromise the
formula for counting
five slaves as three
people for purposes of
representation, which
reconciled northern
and southern factions
at the Constitutional
Convention

The Constitutional Convention
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THE CONSTITUTION
Three branches—legislative,
executive, and judicial—separate and checked
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The document produced as a result of these compromises was a political innovation. All governments must have the power to do three things: (1) legislate, or make the laws; (2) administer, or execute the laws; and (3) adjudicate, or interpret the laws. Because of their fear of
concentrated power, however, the founders did not give all the power to one institution, but
rather provided for separate branches of government to handle it, and then ensured that each
branch would have the ability to check the others. In this section we review briefly the U.S.
Constitution and the principles that support it. While we are focused on the rules as written
in the Constitution, we also need to be aware of the importance of the commitment to play
by those rules. In Chapter 1 we discussed the power of norms—the unspoken understandings
about how to behave that underlie the rules of law. One hugely important norm, the one that
makes the rules meaningful, is the commitment not to cheat by
breaking, bending, or skirting the rules, and the obligation to
How would American politics
report anyone who does break them. Another important norm is to
be different today if we had
accept the results of the rules, even if it means you lose. If we tolerretained the Articles of
ate the breaking of norms, then the bad behavior become “normal”
Confederation instead of adopting
and the rules become meaningless. What makes rules work is the
norm that most of us agree to follow them and penalize anyone
the Constitution?
who doesn’t.

THE LEGISLATIVE BRANCH
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Legislative power is lawmaking power. The body of government that makes laws is called
the legislature. The U.S. Congress is a bicameral legislature, meaning that there are two
chambers—the House of Representatives and the Senate. Article I, by far the lengthiest
article of the Constitution, sets out the framework of the legislative branch of government.
Since the founders expected the legislature to be the most important part of the new government, they spent the most time specifying its composition, the qualifications for membership, its powers, and its limitations. The best-known part of Article I is the famous
Section 8, which spells out the specific powers of Congress. This list is followed by the provision that Congress can do anything “necessary and proper” to carry out its duties. The
Supreme Court has interpreted this clause so broadly that there are few effective restrictions
on what Congress can do.

THE RULES The House of Representatives, where representation is based on population,

D
o

legislature the body of
government that makes
laws
bicameral
legislature a legislature
with two chambers
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was intended to be truly representative of all the people—the “voice of the common man,” as
it were. To be elected to the House, a candidate need be only twenty-five years old and a citizen
for seven years. Since House terms last two years, members run for reelection often and can be
ousted fairly easily, according to public whim. The founders intended this office to be accessible
to and easily influenced by citizens, and to reflect frequent changes in public opinion.
The Senate is another matter. Candidates have to be at least thirty years old and citizens
for nine years—older, wiser, and, the founders hoped, more stable than the representatives in
the House. Because senatorial terms last for six years, senators are not so easily swayed by
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changes in public sentiment. In addition, senators were originally elected by members of the
state legislatures, not directly by the people. (This was changed by constitutional amendment
in 1913.) Election by state legislators, themselves a “refinement” of the general public, would
ensure that senators were a higher caliber of citizen: older and wiser but also more in tune
with “the commercial and monied interest,” as Massachusetts delegate Elbridge Gerry put it
at the Constitutional Convention.20 The Senate would thus be a more aristocratic body—that
is, it would look more like the British House of Lords, where members are admitted on the
basis of their birth or achievement, not by election.
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THE NORMS The Constitution created two bodies that have to agree on a law in the exact
same form for it to pass. But it does not also spell out the norms—the assumptions underlying
those procedures. For instance, the founders assumed that legislating meant compromise. If
they hadn’t wanted to force compromise, a unicameral legislature (a one-chambered legislature) would have been an easier way to go. They rejected that. Given that the authors of the
Constitution themselves had to compromise with those who preferred the Articles of
Confederation, we can infer that compromise is an important democratic norm. The founders
also set up the Senate to be the older and more stable chamber. That means the founders
expected more from senators, that they behave with more dignity than the more unruly House.
Senators were expected to act like the adults in the room. Finally, the members of Congress
were to be elected, so they intended that the results of fair elections would be recognized by
all parties. This implies the norm of good sportsmanship, another way of saying that one occasionally has to be a good loser. When one side loses, it doesn’t take its marbles and go home.
It doesn’t call the other side a cheater or say the win is illegitimate (unless it is). Instead, it
accepts the loss knowing it will have another chance, another day.

THE EXECUTIVE BRANCH
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The executive is the part of government that “executes” the laws, or sees that they are carried
out. Although technically executives serve in an administrative role, many end up with some
decision-making or legislative power as well. National executives are the leaders of their countries, and they participate, with varying amounts of power, in making laws and policies. That
role can range from the U.S. president—who, though not a part of the legislature itself, can
propose, encourage, and veto legislation—to European prime ministers, who are part of the
legislature and may have, as in the British case, the power to dissolve the entire legislature and
call a new election.
The fact that the Articles of Confederation provided for no executive power at all was a
testimony to the founders’ conviction that such a power threatened their liberty. The chaos
that resulted under the Articles, however, made it clear to founders like Alexander Hamilton
that a stronger government was called for, not only a stronger legislature but a stronger executive as well. The constitutional debates reveal that many of the founders were haunted by the
idea that they might inadvertently reestablish the same tyrannical power over themselves that
they had only recently escaped with the Revolution.

THE RULES The solution finally chosen by the founders is a complicated one, but it satisfied all the concerns raised at the convention. The president, a single executive, would serve
an unlimited number of four-year terms. (A constitutional amendment in 1951 limited the
president to two elected terms.) But the president would be chosen neither by Congress nor

executive the
branch of government
responsible for putting
laws into effect
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directly by the people. Instead, the Constitution provides for the president’s selection by an
intermediary body called the Electoral College. Citizens vote not for the presidential candidates but for a slate of electors, who in turn cast their votes for the candidates about six weeks
after the general election. The founders believed that this procedure would ensure a president
elected by well-informed delegates who, having no other lawmaking power, could not be
bribed or otherwise influenced by candidates. We say more about how this works in Chapter
12, on elections.
Article II of the Constitution establishes the executive branch. The four sections of that
article make the following provisions:
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• Section 1 sets out the four-year term and the manner of election (that is, the details of
the Electoral College). It also provides for the qualifications for office: that the president must be a natural-born citizen of the United States, at least thirty-five years old,
and a resident of the United States for at least fourteen years. The vice president serves
if the president cannot, and Congress can make laws about succession if the vice president is incapacitated.
• Section 2 establishes the powers of the chief executive. The president is commanderin-chief of the armed forces and of the state militias when they are serving the nation,
and he has the power to grant pardons for offenses against the United States. With the
advice and consent of two-thirds of the Senate, the president can make treaties, and
with a simple majority vote of the Senate, the president can appoint ambassadors, ministers, consuls, Supreme Court justices, and other U.S. officials whose appointments are
not otherwise provided for.
• Section 3 says that the president will periodically tell Congress how the country is
doing (the State of the Union address given every January) and will propose to them
those measures that he thinks appropriate and necessary. Under extraordinary circumstances, the president can call Congress into session or, if the two houses of Congress
cannot agree on when to end their sessions, can adjourn them. The president also
receives ambassadors and public officials, executes the laws, and commissions all military officers of the United States.
• Section 4 specifies that the president, vice president, and other civil officers of the
United States (such as Supreme Court justices) can be impeached, tried, and convicted
for “Treason, Bribery, or other high Crimes and Misdemeanors.”
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THE NORMS The founders knew what kind of man they wanted to hold the presidency;
George Washington was right in front of them, a model executive. But they left that description unspoken. Implied by the rules is the norm of independence—a separate executive and
legislature make it difficult to ram through legislation and the Constitution strictly guards
against any allegiance to another country (hence the requirement of natural-born citizenship
and the complicated emoluments clause, which forbids the president from taking expensive
gifts from another country). They also wanted the president to demonstrate dignity. The office
combines the jobs of head of government (the political role) and head of state (the symbolic
role). Truth to tell, they never imagined a government as large and complex as ours is today,
so the head-of-government role didn’t loom as large. But the head-of-state role, representing
the country as a whole, was key. So the founders implied the norm of unity, of representing
the entire country. Finally, it is clear from the impeachment powers of Congress and from
limits such as the emoluments clause that the founders had created a limited executive who

Electoral College an
intermediary body that
elects the president
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could be removed from office by Congress for “Treason, Bribery, or other high Crimes and
Misdemeanors.” So another executive norm is that the president is bound by the rule of law.
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Judicial power is the power to interpret the laws and to judge whether they have been broken.
Naturally, by establishing how a given law is to be understood, the courts (the agents of judicial
power) end up making law as well. Our constitutional provisions for the establishment of the
judiciary are brief and vague; much of the American federal judiciary under the Supreme Court
is left to Congress to arrange. But the founders left plenty of clues as to how they felt about
judicial power in their debates and their writings, particularly in The Federalist Papers, a series of
newspaper editorials written to encourage people to support and vote for the new Constitution.
For instance, the practice of judicial review is introduced through the back door, first mentioned by Hamilton in Federalist No. 78 and then institutionalized by the Supreme Court itself
with Chief Justice John Marshall’s 1803 ruling in Marbury v. Madison, a dispute over presidential appointments. Judicial review allows the Supreme Court to rule that an act of Congress
or the executive branch (or of a state or local government) is unconstitutional—that is, that it
runs afoul of constitutional principles. This review process is not an automatic part of lawmaking; the Court does not examine every law that Congress passes or every executive order
to be sure that it does not violate the Constitution. Rather, if an individual or a group challenges a law as unjust or unconstitutional, and if it is appealed all the way to the Supreme
Court, the justices may decide to rule on it.
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THE JUDICIAL BRANCH
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THE RULES This remarkable grant of the power to nullify legislation to what Hamilton
called the “least dangerous” branch is not in the Constitution. In Federalist No. 78, however,
Hamilton argued that it was consistent with the Constitution. In response to critics who
objected that such a practice would place the unelected Court in a superior position to the
elected representatives of the people, Hamilton wrote that, on the contrary, it raised the people, as authors of the Constitution, over the government as a whole. Thus judicial review
enhanced democracy rather than diminished it.
In 1803 Marshall agreed. As the nation’s highest law, the Constitution sets the limits on
what is acceptable legislation. As the interpreter of the Constitution, the Supreme Court must
determine when laws fall outside those limits. It is interesting to note that this gigantic grant
of power to the Court was made by the Court itself and remains unchallenged by the other
branches. It is ironic that this sort of empire building, which the founders hoped to avoid,
appears in the branch that they took the least care to safeguard. We return to Marbury v.
Madison and judicial review in Chapter 9, on the court system.
Article III of the Constitution is very short. It says that the judicial power of the United
States is to be “vested in one Supreme Court, and in such inferior courts as the Congress may
from time to time ordain and establish,” and that judges serve as long as they demonstrate
“good behavior.” It also explains that the Supreme Court has original jurisdiction in some
types of cases and appellate jurisdiction in others. That is, in some cases the Supreme Court
is the only court that can rule. Much more often, however, inferior courts try cases, but their
rulings can be appealed to the Supreme Court. Article III provides for jury trials in all criminal
cases except impeachment, and it defines the practice of and punishment for acts of treason.
Because the Constitution is relatively silent on the role of the courts in America, that role has
been left to Congress and, in some cases, the courts themselves to define.

judicial power the
power to interpret laws
and judge whether a law
has been broken
judicial review the
power of the courts
to rule on the
constitutionality of laws
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THE NORMS It’s a little more difficult to make inferences about the judiciary because the
founders didn’t spell out the details in the Constitution. They wanted a judiciary to have independence from political and public influence, hence the grant of lifetime tenure. And it’s pretty
clear that the Federalists, at least, wanted it to be powerful. Hamilton’s argument in Federalist
No. 78 laid the groundwork for John Marshall’s decision in Marbury v. Madison granting the
Court the power of judicial review. They also wanted the federal judiciary to be supreme,
something they spelled out gently because it was still a sore spot with Anti-Federalists, but that
was reinforced with subsequent rulings. But they also wanted the Court to be perceived as
above politics, and one way to achieve that illusion was for the court to remain nonpartisan in
its rulings. Rulings would undoubtedly have political impact but not show blatant support for
the agenda of one party over another.

SEPARATION OF POWERS AND CHECKS AND BALANCES
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Separation of powers means that legislative, executive, and judicial powers are not exercised
by the same person or group of people, lest they abuse the considerable amount of power they
hold. We are indebted to the French Enlightenment philosopher the Baron de Montesquieu
for explaining this notion. In his massive book The Spirit of the Laws, Montesquieu wrote that
liberty could be threatened only if the same group that enacted tyrannical laws also executed
them. He said, “There would be an end of everything, were the same man or the same body,
whether of nobles or of the people, to exercise those three powers, that of enacting laws, that
of executing the public resolutions, and of trying the causes of individuals.”21 Putting all political power into one set of hands is like putting all our eggs in one basket. If the person or body
of people entrusted with all the power becomes corrupt or dictatorial, the whole system will
go bad. If, however, power is divided so that each branch is in separate hands, one may go bad
while leaving the other two intact.
The principle of separation of powers gives each of the branches authority over its own
domain. A complementary principle, checks and balances, allows each of the branches to
police the others, checking any abuses and balancing the powers of government. The purpose
of this additional authority is to ensure that no branch can exercise power tyrannically. In
America’s case, the president can veto an act of Congress; Congress can override a veto; the
Supreme Court can declare a law of Congress unconstitutional; Congress can, with the help
of the states, amend the Constitution itself; and so on. Figure 2.1 illustrates these
relationships.

THE RULES As we saw, the Constitution establishes separation of powers with articles setting up a different institution for each branch of government. Checks and balances are provided by clauses within these articles:
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powers the institutional
arrangement that assigns
judicial, executive, and
legislative powers to
different persons or
groups, thereby limiting
the powers of each

checks and
balances the principle
that allows each branch
of government to
exercise some form of
control over the others
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• Article I sets up a bicameral legislature. Because both houses must agree on all legislation, they can check each other. Article I also describes the presidential veto, with which
the president can check Congress, and the override provision, by which two-thirds of
Congress can check the president. Congress can also check abuses of the executive or
judicial branch with impeachment.
• Article II empowers the president to execute the laws and to share some legislative function by “recommending laws.” The president has some checks on the judiciary through
the power to appoint judges, but this appointment power is checked by the requirement
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FIGURE 2.1
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that a majority of the Senate must confirm the president’s choices. The president can
also check the judiciary by granting pardons. The president is commanderin-chief of the armed forces, but the ability to exercise this authority is checked by the
Article I provision that only Congress can declare war.
• Article III creates the Supreme Court. The Court’s ruling in the case of Marbury v.
Madison fills in some of the gaps in this vague article by establishing judicial review, a
true check on the legislative and executive branches. Congress can countercheck
judicial review by amending the Constitution (with the help of the states).
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The Constitution wisely ensures that no branch of the government can act independently
of the others, yet none is wholly dependent on the others, either. This results in a structure of
separation of powers and checks and balances that is distinctively American.

THE NORMS What the Constitution doesn’t say about checks and balances is that the
branches have to make it work for it to work. Congress has to hold the president to account
through oversight and by withholding consent to unqualified appointments. The president
has to veto bills he thinks are wrongheaded or that the country cannot afford in some way.
The Courts have to truly be independent—judges must be loyal not to the person who
appointed them but to the country and the Constitution. The founders expected checks and
The Constitution
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balances to hold even if a single party held Congress and the White House; they would have
chosen a parliamentary system if they wanted the Congress to rubberstamp executive action
or the Courts to take partisan sides.

AMENDABILITY
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If a constitution is a rule book, then its capacity to be changed over time is critical to its
remaining a viable political document. A rigid constitution runs the risk of ceasing to seem
legitimate to citizens who have no prospect of changing the rules according to shifting political realities and visions of the public good. A constitution that is too easily revised, on the
other hand, can be seen as no more than a political tool in the hands of the strongest interests
in society. A final feature of the U.S. Constitution that deserves mention in this chapter is its
amendability—the founders’ provision for a method of amendment, or change, that allows
the Constitution to grow and adapt to new circumstances. In fact, they provided for two methods: the formal amendment process outlined in the Constitution, and an informal process that
results from the vagueness of the document and the evolution of the role of the courts (see
Figure 2.2).
In the 200-plus years of the U.S. Constitution’s existence, more than 10,000 constitutional amendments have been introduced, but the Constitution has been amended only
twenty-seven times. By contrast, in the course of interpreting the Constitution, the
Supreme Court has, for example, extended many of the Bill of Rights protections to state
citizens via the Fourteenth Amendment, permitted the national government to regulate
business, prohibited child labor, and extended equal protection of the laws to women (see
the next section for more on the Bill of Rights). In some cases, amendments previously
introduced to accomplish these goals (such as the Child Labor Amendment and the Equal

amendability the
provision for the
Constitution to be
changed, so as to adapt
to new circumstances
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Rights Amendment) were not ratified, and in other cases the Court has simply decided to
interpret the Constitution in a new way. Judicial interpretation is at times quite controversial. Many scholars and politicians believe that the literal word of the founders should be
adhered to, whereas others claim that the founders could not have anticipated all the opportunities and pitfalls of modern life and that the Constitution should be considered a flexible,
or “living,” document. We return to this controversy when we look more closely at the
courts in Chapter 9.
The Constitution is silent on the subject of judicial interpretation, but in part because it is
silent, especially in Article III, the courts have been able to create their own role. In contrast,
Article V spells out in detail the rather confusing procedures for officially amending the
Constitution. These procedures are federal—that is, they require the involvement and
approval of the states as well as the national government. The procedures boil down to this:
amendments may be proposed either by a two-thirds vote of the House and the Senate or
when two-thirds of the states request it by a constitutional convention; they must be approved
either by the legislatures of three-fourths of the states or by conventions of three-fourths of
the states. Two interesting qualifications are contained in Article V: no amendment affecting
slavery could be made before 1808, and no amendment can deprive a state of its equal vote in
the Senate without that state’s consent. We can easily imagine the North-South and large
state–small state conflicts that produced those compromises.
The constitutional convention method of amendment, where change is initiated by the
states, has never actually been used, although states have frequently tried to initiate such a
movement. In fact, an effort to create a balanced budget amendment in this way is currently
in the works. Twenty-seven of the necessary thirty-four states (all Republican-led) have
passed resolutions calling on Congress to hold a constitutional convention to pass a balanced budget amendment. Several other efforts are right behind it that would try to put in
extra protections for religious freedom (and perhaps defining citizenship as beginning at
conception) or limitations on government action. Opponents argue that once a convention
is convened, it might be hard to contain the urge to make multiple changes to the
Constitution, although three-quarter of the states would still need to approve the
amendments.22

In Your Own Words

Explain the system of separation of powers and checks

and balances.

RATIFICATION
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Selling the Constitution to Americans
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For the Constitution to become the law of the land, it had to undergo ratification, that is, it
had to be voted on and approved by state conventions in at least nine states. As it happens, the
Constitution was eventually ratified by all thirteen states, but not until some major political
battles had been fought.

FEDERALISTS VERSUS ANTI-FEDERALISTS
So strongly partisan were the supporters and opponents of the Constitution that, if the
battle were taking place today, Twitter feeds would be on fire and we would probably

ratification the
process through which
a proposal is formally
approved and adopted
by vote
Ratification
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find the two sides sniping at each other on cable TV programs like The Sean Hannity
Show and Hardball With Chris Matthews, and Samantha Bee would be busy mocking both
groups. It was a fierce, lively battle to control the narrative of what the new republic
would be like, but instead of producing viral videos with the lifespan of a fruit fly and
high television ratings, it yielded some of the finest writings for and against the American
system. Those in favor of ratification called themselves Federalists. The Federalists, like
Delegate A in our earlier hypothetical constitution-building scenario, were mostly men
with a considerable economic stake in the new nation. Having fared poorly under the
Articles, they were certain that if America were to grow as an economic and world
power, it needed to be the kind of country people with property would want to invest
in. Security and order were key values, as was popular control. The Federalists thought
people like themselves should be in charge of the government, although some of them
did not object to an expanded suffrage if government had enough built-in protections.
Mostly they were convinced that a good government could be designed if the underlying
principles of human behavior were known. If people were ambitious and tended toward
corruption, then government should make use of those characteristics to produce good
outcomes.
The Anti-Federalists told a different story. They rejected the notion that ambition and
corruption were inevitable parts of human nature. If government could be kept small and
local, the stakes not too large and tempting, and popular scrutiny truly vigilant, then
Americans could live happy and contented lives without getting involved in the seamier side
of politics. America did not need sprawling urban centers of commerce and trade; nor did
it need to be a world power. If it did not stray from its rural roots and values, it could permanently avoid the creeping corruption that the Anti-Federalists believed threatened the
American polity. The reason the Anti-Federalists found the Articles of Confederation more
attractive than the Constitution was that the Articles did not call for a strong central government that, distant from the voters’ eyes, could become a hotbed of political intrigue.
Instead, the Articles vested power in the state governments, which could be more easily
watched and controlled.
Writing under various aliases as well as their own names, the Federalists and AntiFederalists fired arguments back and forth in pamphlets and newspaper editorials aimed at
persuading undecided Americans to come out for or against the Constitution. Because the
channels of communication were limited, the competing ideas were concentrated into two
streams. The Federalists were far more aggressive and organized in their “media blitz,” hitting
New York newspapers with a series of eloquent editorials, known collectively as The Federalist
Papers, published under the pen name Publius but really written by Alexander Hamilton,
James Madison, and John Jay. These essays were bound and distributed in other states where
the ratification struggle was close. The Federalist Papers is one of the main texts on early
American politics today. In response, the Anti-Federalists published essays under names such
as Cato, Brutus, and the Federal Farmer.23

The Federalist
Papers a series of
essays written in support
of the Constitution to
build support for its
ratification
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THE FEDERALIST PAPERS Eighty-five essays were written by Publius. In a
contemporary introduction to the essays, compiled as a book, one scholar calls them, along
with the Declaration of Independence and the Constitution, part of “the sacred writings of
American political history.”24 Putting them on a par with holy things is probably a mistake.
Far from being divinely inspired, The Federalist Papers are quintessentially the work of
human beings. They are clever, well thought out, and logical, but they are also tricky and
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persuasive examples of the “hard sell.” Their archaic language makes The Federalist Papers
generally difficult reading for contemporary students. However, the arguments in support
of the Constitution are laid out so beautifully that it is worthwhile to take the trouble to
read them. It would be a good idea to turn to them now and read them carefully.
In Federalist No. 10, Madison tries to convince Americans that a large country is no more
likely to succumb to the effects of special interests than is a small one (preferred by the AntiFederalists). He explains that the greatest danger to a republic comes from factions, what
we might call interest groups. Factions are groups of people motivated by a common interest, but one different from the interest of the country as a whole. Farmers, for instance, have
an interest in keeping food prices high, even though that would make most Americans worse
off. Businesspeople prefer high import duties on foreign goods, even though they make
both foreign and domestic goods more expensive for the rest of us. Factions are not a particular problem when they constitute a minority of the population because they are offset
by majority rule. They do become problematic, however, when they are a majority. Factions
usually have economic roots, the most basic being a difference between the “haves” and
“have nots” in society. One of the majority factions that worried Madison was the mass of
propertyless people whose behavior was so threatening to property holders under the
Articles of Confederation.
To control the causes of factions would be to infringe on individual liberty. But Madison
believed that the effects of factions are easily managed in a large republic. First of all, representation will dilute the effects of factions, and it is in this essay that Madison makes his
famous distinction between “pure democracy” and a “republic.” In addition, if the territory
is sufficiently large, factions will be neutralized because there will be so many of them that
no one is likely to become a majority. Furthermore, it will be difficult for people who share
common interests to find one another if some live in South Carolina, for instance, and
others live in Maine. (Clearly, Madison never anticipated social media or even the telegraph.) We discuss Madison’s argument about factions again when we take up the topic of
interest groups in Chapter 11. In the meantime, notice how Madison relies on mechanical
elements of politics (size and representation) to remedy a flaw in human nature (the tendency to form divisive factions). This is typical of the Federalists’ approach to government
and reflects the importance of institutions as well as rules in bringing about desired outcomes in politics.
We see the same emphasis on mechanical solutions to political problems in Federalist No.
51. Here Madison argues that the institutions proposed in the Constitution will lead neither
to corruption nor to tyranny. The solution is the principles of checks and balances and separation of powers we have already discussed. Again building his case on a potential defect
of human character, he says, “Ambition must be made to counteract ambition.”25 If men tend
to be ambitious, give two ambitious men the job of watching over each other, and neither
will let the other have an advantage.
Federalist No. 84, written by Hamilton, is interesting politically because the Constitution
was ratified in spite of it, not because of it. In this essay, Hamilton argues that a Bill of
Rights—a listing of the protections against government infringement of individual rights
guaranteed to citizens by government itself—is not necessary in a constitution. The original
draft of the Constitution contained no Bill of Rights. Some state constitutions had them,
and so the Federalists argued that a federal Bill of Rights would be redundant. Moreover,
the limited government set up by the federal Constitution didn’t have the power to infringe
on individual rights anyway, and many of the rights that would be included in a Bill of

factions groups of
citizens united by some
common passion or
interest and opposed
to the rights of other
citizens or to the
interests of the whole
community
Bill of Rights a
summary of citizen
rights guaranteed
and protected by a
government; added to
the Constitution as its
first ten amendments
in order to achieve
ratification
Ratification
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Rights were already in the body of the text. To the Anti-Federalists, already afraid of the
invasive power of the national government, this omission was more appalling than any other
aspect of the Constitution.
In Federalist No. 84, Hamilton explains the Federalist position, that a Bill of Rights was
unnecessary. Then he makes the unusual argument that a Bill of Rights would actually be
dangerous. As it stands, he says, the national government doesn’t
have the power to interfere with citizens’ lives in many ways,
Would we have more freedoms
and any interference at all would be suspect. But if the
today, or fewer, without the Bill
Constitution were prefaced with a list of things government
of Rights?
could not do to individuals, government would assume it had the
power to do anything that wasn’t expressly forbidden. Therefore
government, instead of being unlikely to trespass on citizens’ rights, would be more likely
to do so with a Bill of Rights than without. This argument was so unpersuasive to
Americans at the time that the Federalists were forced to give in to Anti-Federalist pressure during the ratification process. The price of ratification exacted by several states was
the Bill of Rights, really a “Bill of Limits” on the federal government, added to the
Constitution as the first ten amendments.
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The small states, gratified by the compromise that gave them equal representation in the
Senate and believing they would be better off as part of a strong nation, ratified the
Constitution quickly. The vote was unanimous in Delaware, New Jersey, and Georgia. In
Connecticut (128–40) and Pennsylvania (46–23), the votes, though not unanimous, were
strongly in favor of the Constitution. This may have
helped to tip the balance for Massachusetts, voting
much more closely to ratify (187–168). Maryland
(63–11) and South Carolina (149–73) voted in favor
of ratification in the spring of 1788, leaving only one
more state to supply the requisite nine to make the
Constitution law.
The battles in the remaining states were much
fiercer. When the Virginia convention met in June
1788, the Federalists felt that it could provide the
decisive vote and threw much of their effort into
securing passage. Madison and his Federalist colleagues debated with Anti-Federalist advocates such
as George Mason and Patrick Henry, promising as
they had in Massachusetts to support a Bill of Rights.
Virginia ratified the Constitution by the narrow
margin of 89 to 79, preceded by a few days by New
Hampshire, voting 57 to 47. Establishment of the
Constitution as the law of the land was ensured with
the approval of ten states. New York also narrowly
passed the Constitution (30–27), but North Carolina
defeated it (193–75), and Rhode Island, which had
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not sent delegates to the Constitutional Convention, refused to call a state convention to put
it to a vote. Later both North Carolina and Rhode Island voted to ratify and join the Union,
in November 1789 and May 1790, respectively.26
Again we can see how important rules are in determining outcomes. The Articles of
Confederation had required the approval of all the states. Had the Constitutional Convention
chosen a similar rule of unanimity, the Constitution may very well have been defeated.
Recognizing that unanimous approval was not probable, however, the Federalists decided to
require ratification by only nine of the thirteen states, making adoption of the Constitution
far more likely.
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As we said at the beginning of this chapter, there are different narratives to be told about
the American founding. We did not want to fall into the oversimplification trap, portraying
the founding as a headlong rush to liberty on the part of an oppressed people. Politics is
always a good deal more complicated than that, and this is a book about politics. We also
wanted to avoid telling a story that errs on the other end of one-sidedness, depicting the
American founding as an elite-driven period of history in which the political, economic,
and religious leaders decided they were better off without English rule, inspired the masses
to revolt, and then created a Constitution that established rules that benefited people like
themselves.
Neither of these stories is entirely untrue, but they obscure a very important point.
There was not just one “elite” group at work during the founding period. Although political and economic leaders might have acted together over the matter of the break from
England (even then, important elites remained loyal to Britain), once the business of independence was settled, it was clear that competing elite groups existed. These groups
included leaders of big states and leaders of small states, leaders of northern states and
leaders of southern states, merchant elites and agricultural elites, and elites who found
their security in a strong national government and those who found it in decentralized
power. The power struggle between all those adversaries resulted in the compromises that
form the framework of our government today.
Because the debates about the Constitution took place in a pre-digital age, they were
vociferous, reasoned, angry, manipulative, and stubborn—but the players were limited.
Imagine, if you can, what the arguments over constitutional winners and losers would have
looked like in a hypermediated age like ours. Perhaps all of the norms that support the
Constitution were easier to respect and observe when there were not multiple channels
calling for them to be bent or broken to serve the ends of different players.

In Your Own Words

Evaluate the narratives told about the founding of the

United States.

Citizenship and the Founding
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Having read the history of revolutionary America, what would you say is at stake
in the modern militia movement? The existence of state militias and similar groups
poses a troubling dilemma for the federal government; and groups whose members
are mostly benign, like the Tea Partiers, are even trickier for the government to deal
with. Bill Clinton, who was president when Timothy McVeigh bombed the federal
building in Oklahoma City, warned at the time of the fifteenth anniversary of those
attacks that “there can be real consequences when what you say animates people
who do things you would never do.” Angry rhetoric and narratives that justify that
anger can result in violence that those who goad the anger might not necessarily
endorse. The violence at Trump rallies in 2016 was a case in point, and there are
those out there, like McVeigh and the Bundys, who “were profoundly alienated,
disconnected people who bought into this militant antigovernment line.”27
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The dilemma is that, on the one hand, the purpose of government is to protect
our rights, and the Constitution surely guarantees Americans freedom of speech
and assembly. On the other hand, government must hold the monopoly on the
legitimate use of force in society or it will fall, just as the British government fell to
the American colonies. If groups are allowed to amass weapons and forcibly resist
or even attack U.S. law enforcers, then they constitute “mini-governments,” or
competing centers of authority, and life for citizens becomes chaotic and dangerous.
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The American system was designed to be relatively responsive to the wishes of the
American public. Citizens can get involved; they can vote, run for office, change
the laws, and amend the Constitution. By permitting these legitimate ways of
affecting American politics, the founders hoped to prevent the rise of groups, like
the Bundys, that would promote and act toward violence. The founders intended to
create a society characterized by political stability, not by revolution, which is why
Jefferson’s Declaration of Independence is so careful to point out that revolutions
should occur only when there is no alternative course of action.
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Some militia members reject the idea of working through the system; they say, as did
McVeigh, that they consider themselves at war with the federal government. We call
disregard for the law at the individual level “crime,” at the group level “terrorism” or
“insurrection,” and at the majority level “revolution.” It is the job of any government
worth its salt to prevent all three kinds of activities. Thus it is not the existence or
the beliefs of the militia groups that government seeks to control but rather their
activities.
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What’s at stake in challenges to the legitimacy of government are the very issues
of government authority and the rights of individual citizens. It is difficult to draw
the line between the protection of individual rights and the exercise of government
authority. In a democracy, we want to respect the rights of all citizens, but this
respect can be thwarted when a small number of individuals reject the rules of the
game agreed on by the vast majority.
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The battle for America involved a number of groups, including Native Americans, and
Spanish, French, and British colonists. By the time the British won the French and
Indian War (51) to secure the colonists’ defense, the colonists, already chafing under
British rule, felt secure enough to sever the ties that bound them to the mother country,
starting the Revolution and then in 1776 issuing the Declaration of Independence (54).
Although that document proclaimed the equality of “all men,” the American founders
clearly did not include African Americans, Native Americans, or women in that
category.
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Charged with creating a constitution (56), the founders drew up the Articles of
Confederation (56), establishing a confederation (57) of sovereign states. The new
government wasn’t strong enough to provide political stability in the face of popular
discontent, however. Worried about popular tyranny (59), which they saw threatened
in actions like Shays’s Rebellion (59), the political elite called for a new constitution.

The Constitutional Convention
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At the Constitutional Convention (59) in 1787, the founders rejected a confederal system
in favor of federalism (60), giving the central government and the states each some power
of their own. Those who endorsed this political innovation were known as the Federalists
(60), and those who opposed it, the Anti-Federalists (60). Federalists supported a strong
central government in which representation was determined by population—a plan,
called the Virginia Plan (64), favored by the large states. The Anti-Federalists, suspicious
of centralized power, favored the New Jersey Plan (64), which limited power and gave
each state equal congressional representation regardless of its size. These issues were
resolved in the Great Compromise (64), which created a bicameral legislature, basing
representation on population in one house and on equality in the other. The other
major conflict among the founders, over how slaves were to be counted for purposes of
representation, was resolved by the Three-fifths Compromise (65).

The Constitution
The new Constitution was based on separation of powers (70) and checks and
balances (70), keeping the legislature (66), the executive (67), and the judiciary
distinct but allowing each some power over the others. The independence of the
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branches and the checks between them were enhanced by such institutions as the
bicameral legislature (66), the Electoral College (68), judicial power (69), and the
practice of judicial review (69), though the latter are not mentioned explicitly in the
Constitution. The founders provided for amendability (72), should circumstances
require that the Constitution be changed in the future.
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The Federalists and the Anti-Federalists waged a battle over ratification (73) of the new
Constitution, with the former setting out their case in a series of newspaper editorials
known today as The Federalist Papers (74). In the most famous of these essays, James
Madison argued that the new republic would be well able to handle the danger of
factions (75), and in another, Alexander Hamilton argued that it would be dangerous to
add a Bill of Rights (75) to the document. Hamilton ultimately lost the argument, and
the Bill of Rights was the price the Anti- Federalists demanded for their agreement to
ratify the Constitution.
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